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SANDY’S DAILY
MESSAGE
On 14th May 1973 the first US
space station – Skylab - which
measured 118ft in height and
weighed 77 tons was launched into
orbit around the earth.
I know this fact will appeal to some
of the pupils, as I have seen some
fantastic research work being
carried out.
Perhaps this fact
could lead to more investigation?
For those of you interested in space
and the solar system, today and
tomorrow, both the moon and mars
will be close together in the
morning sky. You will have to get
up early to see them, and in reality
Mars is approximately 425 times
further away from the Earth than
the moon.
This doesn’t happen very often and
with the clear skies we have at the
moment, it may be worth a look.

Sandy

020 8688 5239

ACTIVITIES / LINKS
THAT MIGHT BE HELPFUL
Lesley has sent us in her weekly
recipe, just in time for weekend
baking.
This week, she has sent in a
recipe for Cheese Muffins – a
savoury treat – sounds delicious!
Please find it attached.

WHAT’S EVERYONE BEEN
UP TO?
Luke
has
been baking
again.
We
hear
that
these cakes
were
supposed to
be
vanilla
fairy cakes
(from
the
recipe
Frances sent home to Hazel
Class)
but Luke felt they
We've
come much
back from
our walk
wouldjusttaste
better
if
and
he were
was very
pleased to see the
they
chocolate!
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What has been very nice to hear
from lots of parents is how much
the children are helping indoors.
Here’s a picture of Lucas helping
Claire do the washing up.

Luke is also enjoying his regular
walks with his dog and this morning
he loved seeing all the sheep in the
woods at the back of his house. We
wonder just how many sheep he
saw?
We also heard from Suriya today
that Afraz (Willow Class)
is
washing up his plate and glass,
filling the washing machine for
her and emptying the bin bag.

Lucas wasted no time in making a
song hand from the activity sheet
Nic sent home to everyone
yesterday.
It’s turned out really
well Lucas. Well done – Nic will be
so pleased to see it.

It’s good to hear everyone is
helping each other and being
more thoughtful – one of the
positives to come out of this
lockdown.
Remember to send in any acts of
kindness for next week’s Mental
Health Awareness focus.
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